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Book Reviews
Brittain, Bill. Dr. Dredd's Wagon of Wonders. Illustrated by Andrew Glass. Harper & Row,
1987. ISBN 0-060-20714-0. $11.95. 179pp.
"Come and sit close .by, while I tell of the tale of Dr. Hugo Dredd and of the awful fate
that came near to destroying Coven Tree." Witchy and devilish things are still happening
here. Stew Meat, the owner of the general store, brings us another tale of this folksy New
England town that has been plagued with the supernatural. So do come sit close by, for
you'll want company when you read this delightfully spooky tale.
This book is one of the nominees for the Utah Children's Book Award, 1989.
-Vicky M. Turner
Burnett, Frances Hodgson. The Secret Garden. Illustrated by Michael Hague. Henry Holt,
1987. ISBN 0-805-00277-4. $18.95. 232pp.
Yes, this is the same Secret Garden that we all read and loved as children, and this
beautiful new edition will bring the magic we enjoyed to a new generation of readers.
Spaced every 7 -8 pages throughout the book, the illustrations make the characters live and
seem real. They are typical of the period, and the soft browns and greens of nature are
abundant in every piece.
The story, of course, is that of Mary Lennox, a spoiled, bad-tempered little girl whose
parents die in a cholera epidemic in India. She goes to live with her rich uncle at
Misselthwaite Manor, a lavish estate in Yorkshire, England. Once she arrives, she is
confronted with her sad uncle with a crooked back, and later, as she hears strange sounds in
the night, with her sickly cousin, Colin. In her attempt to fmd something to do, Mary
discovers the key to a garden that has been locked up and neglected for years. With the
help of Dickon, a neighbor boy with almost-supernatural powers over natur:e, and Colin,
the garden is brought back to its former beauty. As the children work together to
accomplish this great task, miracles occur: Colin gains strength and overcomes his
physical disabilities, and Mary grows in patience, understanding, and caring.
For every child who longs for a secret place of his own, far away from the prying adults
in his life, this book is full of magic and wonder. It also illustrates the importance of
nature in helping both young and old reshape their lives and fmd new beginnings. I
highly recommend this book to anyone who feels just a little left out and is longing for
comfort. -Helen Hoopes
Carter, Alden R. Sheila's Dying. Putnam, 1987. ISBN 0-399-21405-4. $13.95. 208pp.
Jerry Kinkaid should be enjoying his junior year in high school. He's on the varsity
basketball team, on the student council, and is going with one of the good-looking, fun
girls in the school. Bonnie Harper, on the other hand, is a real pain on one committee
that he is chairing, but he handles the committee work well. Then he plans a nice weekend
away with Sheila, his girlfriend. He's got it all planned, but she won't go along with his
plans. So he decides to dump her, but before he can, Sheila calls him in a panic. She's
bleeding. Jerry rushes her to the hospital where, after some tests, she is diagnosed as
having cancer. The rest of the story tells of Sheila's decline, of the problems presented by
her elderly grandmother with whom she lives, how Bonnie (Sheila's best friend) and Jerry
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bury the hatchet "for the sake of Sheila" and learn to care for each other, and fmally of
Sheila's death.
Death and dying certainly are topics that young adults face and need to discuss, but this
book celebrates the triumph of youth despite all else. The most caring person in the
book, other than the two heroes, is Jerry's mother, who tells him to hang in there and
she'll support him as much as she can. Jerry's younger sister also takes over his cleanjng
responsibilities at home. But there is no other help for these two teenage giants. There is
no concern expressed by the majority of Sheila's schoolmates, a lack of interest from
teachers, and even the social worker only provides a cleaning woman for Sheila and her
grandmother twice a week. No counselor comes to talk with Sheila, and only Jerry and
Bormie are strong enough (1) and brave enough (1) to stick with Sheila to the end, by
which time Jerry and Bormie are in love.
The book jacket says the author "has written a powerful and haunting novel about an
ordinary young man faced with extraordinary choices." The "haunting" part of this novel
is not the story, however, but rather the lack of reality. Teenagers, no matter how bright
and capable they are, shouldn't think they can conquer all. There is help available at many
levels. This book would have served a better purpose if it had realistically taught young
adults where and how to access assistance. Death should not be taken so lightly.
-Katherine Simpkins
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Cohn, Janice. I Had a Friend Named Peter. Morrow, 1987. ISBN 0--688-0668~. $13.00.
32pp.
Dr. Cohn has provided an excellent treatment of death for young children. Through the
introduction in just three short pages, she gives parents and other adults questions often
asked by young children about death, with suggested techniques for discussing this delicate
topic. As a psychotherapist and founder of Helping Children in Crisis (a pioneer program
to help children when they are coping with grief and loss), Cohn approaches this subject
with expertise and care. The story itself raises many of these questions, and then answers
them in the context of a young child's experience. Betsy's friend Peter was playing and
was hit by a truck when he ran after his ball. The parents in the story provide examples of
how to reply to their child's concerns.
Although adults may try to shield children from such unpleasant experiences, Dr. Cohn
teaches us how to provide knowledge as well as how to protect our children. This book
may be useful for teachers as a read-aloud book when their students need to share the pain
of the death of one of their classmates. Or it may be helpful to a parent when discussing
grandpop's death. But it may also be a book to share over and over again, as well as when
death occurs, so we may all be comforted. -Katherine Simpkins
Corcoran, Barbara. The Hideaway. Atheneum (A Jean Karl Book), 1987. ISBN 0--68931353-5. $12.95. 12Opp.
Fifteen-year-old Tom has run away from a Massachusetts reform school to the town
where he stayed last summer with his stepfather and worked at a summer theatre. He'd felt
that he couldn't stand being shut up any longer for something .he hadn't done - that his
older friend Buddy had done and left him to take the rap for. An exciting story of how
things worked out. --Carol V. Oaks
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Curry, lane Louise (retold by). Back in the Beforetime: Tales of the California Indians.
Illustrated by lames Watts. Crown, 1987. ISBN 0-517-56599-1. $11.95. 131pp.
Back in the Beforetime, when the world was new, the animals were half people. Coyote
has a large part in these stories, as does Brer Rabbit in the stories that come from the
South. When it is cold and dark, Coyote sets out to bring back the sun. When the salmon
are stolen from the river, it is Coyote that figures out who the culprits are and returns the
fish . His cleverness, however, works against him in the end, when he creates man.
--Vicky M. Turner
Daniel, Mark (editor). A Child's Treasury of Poems. Dial. 1986. ISBN 0-8037-0330-9 .
$14.95. 160pp.
A collection of rhymes. verses. songs and poems from the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries intended for all ages. this volume is indeed a treasury of the past but
will also have limited appeal to the lover of modern verse. The collection covers topics
from daybreak to bedtime and all seasons of the year. The poems offer the magical world
of rhyme. realism and fantasy. and make the works of the master poets of the past
appealing .
There are over fifty full-color paintings and fifty black-and-white engravings from the
Victorian and Edwardian eras. These paintings are mainly from private collections and
many have never been seen before by the public. This beautiful art is indeed a complement
to this collection.
The book includes a brief note concerning each of the poets and a list of all the
painters. Also. an index to first lines helps the reader locate particular poems.
-Catherine Bowles
De Beaumont. Leprince (Mme.). Beauty and the Beast. Retold from the French by Anne
Carter. Illustrated by Binette Schroeder. Clarkson N. Potter. 1986. ISBN 0-51756173-5. $12.95. 39pp.
This is the ageless European fairy tale about the beautiful girl who agrees to marry the
ugly beast. only to have him turn into the handsome prince - released by her love from
the curse that had held him imprisoned. Mme. Leprince de Beaumont. a governess and
author of children's books. first recorded this story in 1756 in a collection of stories for
children subtitled "Dialogues between a good governess and some of her pupils." This
particular edition is a translation from the French by Anne Carter. and is beautifully done.
The illustrations. however. are what make the book an interesting experience. Binette
Schroeder of West Germany has created a delightful effect. At first I was not sure I liked
her illustrations. because they are so stylized and the colors full of dark. muted blues and
purples. but the more I looked at them. the more fascinated I became. Her attention to
detail is amazing and each picture has something exciting that adds to the story. (Just wait
' until you see the tears the two wicked sisters shed while holding onions to their eyes so
they might seem to be crying when Beauty leaves her home to go live with the beast!)
As I read this story to a four-year-old. I was constantly being interrupted with questions
about the illustrations. This is a book to be enjoyed on two separate but dependent levels:
the exciting story and the vivid illustrations. I recommend it for a read-aloud story for
even the very young child, but also for the older reader who is fascinated with language.
-Helen Hoopes
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Demi . Demi's Opposites: An Animal Game Book. Illustrated by the author. Grossett &
Dunlop, 1987. ISBN 0-448-18995-X. $10.95. Unpaginated.
Demi's wonderful, busy, delicate animals can entertain a child for hours. The visual and
vocabulary games with opposites provide good experiences with words, concepts and
discrimination skills. An excellent talk-with-the-child book. The bright colors will hold
a child's attention . -Celia K. Tomlin
Demi. Dragon Kites and Dragonflies. Illustrated by the author. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,
1986. ISBN 0-152-24199-X. $14.95. 28pp.
A dazzling array of colorful illustrations accompany these traditional Chinese nursery
rhymes that are as delightful as the illustrations. Chinese culture is portrayed in simple
rhymes, including poems about the China wall, a Chinese wedding, flying dragon kites,
Chinese housekeeping, dragon boat races, New Year's celebrations, making silk, and many
other Chinese customs .
The illustrations are a strong point. They are colorful and portray Chinese people going
about their activities . The detail given to dragons, buildings, and people is excellent. The
differences between our cultures are made quite clear through the rhymes and illustrations.
-Barbara Martin
Engh, M. J. The House in the Snow . Illustrated by Leslie Bowman. Orchard Books, 1987.
ISBN 0-531-05717-8. $11.95. 132pp.
Benjamin, fed up with the harsh treatment of an ill-tempered innkeeper, runs away to the
snowy forest near his rejected home. He didn't mean to go near "the house in the snow";
after all, people said demons lived there - ones that stole boys! Just as he hopes he is
safe from the villagers, and the innkeeper in particular, he meets Mackie. Mackie tells
him a tale of twenty robbers who can become invisible, of secret entrances to the house,
and of nine boys kept as slaves. Together, Benjamin and Mackie decide to return to the
house and free the other boys. They must decide whom they can trust and overcome
swords, guns, and the robbers' power to disappear right before their eyes.
This is a story for anyone who enjoys mystery and adventure. However, some may be
offended by the violence toward the end of the book. It is a nominee for the 1989 Utah
Children's Book Award. -Vicky M. Turner
Esbensen, Barbara Juster. Words with Wrinkled Knees. Illustrated by John Stadler. Thomas
Y. Crowell, 1986. ISBN 0-690-04505-0. $11.89. Unpaginated.
Twenty-one animal poems describe and define specific animals with imagination and
sensitivity. Young children will be entertained and excited to guess the word and animal
from visual and aural hints. These poems are delightful examples of one way to expand the
imagery skills and vocabulary of beginning readers. Who can't visualize "a lumbering grey
word" or a word that "has springs in its tail and a trampoline under its feet"? The
illustrations are well-coordinated with the text, but the poems can also be enjoyed with
your eyes closed. -Celia K. Tomlin
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Fenton, Edward. The Morning of the Gods. Delacorte Press, 1987. ISBN 0-385-29550-2.
$14.95 . 186pp.
Carla Lewis, the only child of an American father and a Greek mother, has lived all her
life in Manhattan. Then, when her mother is suddenly killed in an accident and Carla
begins to withdraw into herself, her father suggests that she go to Greece for a while,
where she could stay with the aunt and uncle who had raised her mother. Somewhat
apathetically, Carla goes - and finds her healing there.
Set in the early 1970's, when Greece was ruled by a military junta, this story unfolds
with unexpected warmth and tenderness as Carla grows to understand Aunt Tiggie and Uncle
Theo, their very Greek neighbors, and herself. Unfashionable as it is in modern novels,
religion also enters into Carla's healing process - and not the occult or pagan fantasy
that plagues young adult literature today, but the uncomplicated faith of Christianity. As
she and Tiggie participate in the Greek Orthodox Easter rituals, Carla (now renamed Ersi,
for in Greece she takes her Greek name) is often moved by the experience. After the
Resurrection service, they return home for a light supper:
Theo cleared his throat and raised his glass. "As the Apostle Paul
said, '0 grave, where is thy victory? 0 death, where is thy sting?'" He
emptied his glass with a single gulp.
In the silence that followed, Ersi was aware of a sudden joy inside her,
like a rocket ready to burst. It was as though the weight of the stone
that covered the tomb had miraculously been lifted, the darkness
dispersed. She bit her lips. Was it wrong to feel this way so soon after
her mother's death?
Across the bowl of glowing, blood-colored eggs and the trembling
flame of the candles, Tiggie's eyes were fixed on her.
"I never understood it before," Ersi said slowly.
They waited for her to go on.
"I mean, what the Resurrection really means." She could hear her own
voice blundering on. "Tonight it was all so close and so true, even with
all the shouting and the guns going off and the fireworks."
"But how could you possibly have understood it, then?" Tiggie said.
"You mean, because it isn't the same in New York as it is here in
Greece?"
"Perhaps. Although it's not really that. You had never been touched
by death before."
She stared at Tiggie, feeling as though she had been jabbed by a hot
wire.
"Living, dying," Tiggie went on steadily. "How can the one have any
meaning unless you have been through the other? They are two sides of
the same golden coin."
Tiggie's quiet wisdom shows itself again and again throughout the book, as does Edward
Fenton's skill as a writer. The characters are well-drawn, whole and memorable, and the
action - though not breakneck and violent (as is too often the case in teen novels) - is
real. A subtle triumph. -Tammy Hinckley
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Froman, Robert. Seeing Things . Lettering by Ray Barber. Thomas Y. Crowell, 1974.
ISBN 0-690-00291-2. $12.70. 51pp.
This book of visual poems (a new edition of a 1974 book), written and designed by
Robert Froman, focuses on the visual shape of the poem. The title is done in block letters
that look like windows to the world, and every poem is in the shape of its particular
content. Bridges, roads, trees, ups and downs, going to the movies, and a barefoot walk
on soft, hot blacktop are among the everyday experiences described in visually poetic '
forms.
Froman's poetry presents an imaginative look at visual poetry; in addition to the
surprise twists he gives at the end of many poems, he also has a wry sense of humor, as
shown by the weekend in the country written like a four-lane highway with lots of honks,
screeches, shrieks, roars, howls, and blares, or the "Decorator's Choice" showing a litter of
cigarette stubs which "make mud look sweet and clean," or the Boulders who "earn medals
for standing still."
There are poems for primary as well as upper grades. I saw a second-grade class use the
book as a springboard to writing their own visual poems. They were inspired to try a
variety .o f topics from pencils to cars, incorporating some of the same surprise-type humor
that Froman uses. This book is a useful and imaginative introduction to a nonrhyming but
structured form of poetry that is understood and appreciated by elementary school children.
-Lillian Heil
Giff, Patricia Reilly. Laura Ingalls Wilder: Growing Up in the Little House. Illustrated by
Ellen McKeating. Viking (Kestrel), 1987. ISBN 0-670-81072-X. $10.95. 56pp.
A good biography choice for young readers who either have read or would like an
introduction to the Little House series. In a few pages, Patricia Giff weaves a lot of
interesting and picturesque detail into the memories Laura Ingalls Wilder had of her own
youngest years, her life as a pioneer wife, and other fascinating stories of her true
experiences, as recorded in the Linle House books. It will help even the youngest readers
to realize that Laura was a person, strong and faithful, who was a real pioneer.
-Carol V. Oaks
Gormley, Beatrice. Paul's Volcano. Illustrated by Cat Bowman Smith. Houghton Mifflin,
1987. ISBN 0-395-43079-8 . $12.95. 143pp.
From the moment Adam sees Paul's volcano at a school science fair, he knows he has to
have it. The model volcano actually erupts with smoke and noise! It will be a perfect
symbol for the new club Adam wants to start. There is one problem, however: Paul is a
nerd, or at least everyone at Adam's school thinks so. The only way to get the volcano,
nevertheless, is to invite Paul to join the club. Adam, Paul, Adam's younger brother, and
Robbie enjoy the meetings and initiate "savage rites," special ceremonies to honor the
volcano's "spirit." Gradually, however, the volcano begins to "eat" the sacrifices and the
boys begins to wonder if they have set free some ancient and terrifying force.
A scary, funny story of boys trying to defeat the unknown. -Vicky M. Turner
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Grant, Cynthia D. KumquaJ May , I'll Always Love You . Atheneum, 1986. ISBN 0-68931198-2. $13.95. 206pp.
Livvy is a seventeen-year-old girl living in the small town of Kumquat, California; the
title is from a play-on-words song her deceased father used to sing. Livvy lives in unique
circumstances: when she was fifteen, her mother went on a trip to the grocery store and
never returned. This playful-yet-poignant novel deals with her struggles as she conceals
this fact from everyone but her best friend. The people of Kumquat, although nosy, are too
wrapped up in themselves to question Livvy's excuses and explanations as to her mother's
whereabouts. Real complications set in, however, when an attractive young man enters
Livvy's life.
Grant's main theme is true vs. counterfeit caring. Rosella, Livvy's best friend, and Dave,
an older friend in town, truly care. Good-looking and ever-so-superficial Raymond Mooney
seems to care, but only has his own interests at heart. To varying degrees, most of the
townspeople share that fault.
The plot moves quickly, and the caricatures of several of Kumquat's more interesting
citizens are cleverly written. Livvy's wry sense of humor brightens the telling of the
story. The characterization lacks some depth, however; although Livvy's frustration and
ambivalent feelings toward her mother are treated, Livvy comes across as a bit too
competent and adult, and her problems are resolved a little too neatly. Nevertheless, this
novel remains enjoyable reading. -Kristina Eide
Guest, Elissa Haden. Over the Moon. Greenwillow, 1986. ISBN 0-688 -04148-5. $11.75.
201pp .
This touching novel tells the story of a young teenage girl trying to cope with the death
of her parents and the absence of her older sister, who ran away shortly after their death.
The story is set in New England and is a fresh approach to the typical young adult problem
novel. The main character struggles with problems a little different from the drugs,
suicide, and premarital sex of other problem novels. The young protagonist of this novel
must fight the many emotions she experiences as she matures. She learns to deal with her
feelings for her sister, her deceased parents, and her surviving aunt and brother. The novel
is interesting and the story is original. There is also a unique romantic subplot which
keeps it fun. Over the Moon would appeal mostly to the young adult female reader;
however, it successfully captures emotions common to all, young and old alike.
-Stephanie Peters
Hughes, Dean. Theo Zephyr. Atheneum, 1987. ISBN 0-689-31345-4. $11.95. 122pp.
No one expected a new kid in the classroom, not even the teacher, but the peculiar kid
claims his name is Theo Zephyr and he is ready for class. Brad is surprised, even horrified,
as he gradually discovers that Theo is a character right out of his own imagination: he is
"Brad; the Hero," always doing great stunts, bigger feats and showing better athletic
abilities than Brad can really accomplish anywhere except in his imagination. Most of his
life, Brad has wished to humiliate Gil, his arch-enemy, and Theo sets out to make Brad's
every dream come true.
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What is real and what is found only in our imaginations? Where does truth come from?
Where can we fmd self-understanding? Maybe this funny and thought-provoking book will
help us find out. It is listed as a nominee for the Utah Children's Book Award for 1989.
- - Vicky M. Turner
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Livingston, Myra Cohn (editor). Valentine Poems. Illustrated by Patience Brewster.
Holiday House, 1987. ISBN 0-8234-0587-7. $12.95. 32pp.
Valentine Poems offers a variety of poetry, from the traditionally sweet "Roses are Red"
to Livingston's own "Angry Valentine," who threatens to scream, yell and bite if the
valentine of her choice doesn't respond. Twelve of the poems were especially
commissioned for this book, making it a nice combination of traditional verse and brand
new, not-in-any-other-book poems about one of the holidays that is associated with
childhood. Brewster has illustrated most of the poems with animal characters, adding
humor to the already-funny threats of whining, biting, and screaming.
This book was especially useful to a group of pre-service teachers looking for valentine
poems to dramatize. Lots of the the poems lend themselves to dramatization, but being
short of time, they chose "My Love Is Like a Cabbage." The props were easy to collect
and besides that, the cabbage could still be eaten after being chopped in half to show
My love is like a cabbage
Divided into two,
The leaves I give to others
But the heart I give to you.
If you want to add another collection of holiday poems (besides Thanksgiving, Easter,
and some of the others already published), this book gives an original, fresh look at the
celebration of love and friendship. -Lillian Heil
Lloyd, David (adapted by). The Ridiculous Story of Gammer Gurton's Needle . lllustrated by
Charlotte Voake. Clarkson N. Potter, 1987. ISBN 0-517-565139-7. $13.95.
Unpaginated.
A 400-year-old English play is still full of hysterical slapstick humor when two country
ladies are bamboozled by the local jokester. The missing needle is not in the haystack,
but causes problems for all the characters. The illustrations, watercolor over pen and ink,
are as much fun as the story. ---Celia K. Tomlin
Macaulay, David. Why the Chicken Crossed the Road. Illustrated by the author. Houghton
Mifflin, 1987. ISBN 0-395-44241-9. $13.95. 32pp.
We all know the joke about the chicken who crossed the road, but do we know what
really happened? Macaulay's sense of the extreme is illustrated here by a long chain of
cause-and-effect occurrences, from cows stampeding to the capture of a crook. A good
explanation of cause and effect, with illustrations that can help even the youngest see what
is happening. ---Celia K. Tomlin
Mango, Karin N. Somewhere Green. Four Winds Press, 1987. ISBN 0-027-62270-3.
$13.95. 202pp.
When the Hicks family moves from the country to a Brooklyn brownstone, Bryony
hates it. Her older sister, Rosemary, and younger brother, Matthew, seem to adjust without
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problems, but Bryony (who prefers to be called Bryan) longs for their old home. Their
father, an anthropologist, goes on an Amazon expedition for the summer and soon writes
to have their mother (also an anthropologist) join him, to replace one of his colleagues
who has had to return home. This is too much for Bryan, because she knows her mother
will expect her, Bryan, to take the major responsibility for the family in her absence.
(Though Rosemary is the eldest, the whole family knows Bryan is the responsible,
practical one .)
The mother tries to defuse Bryan's anger by hiring a housekeeper for the three months
she will be gone. It seems a good plan, but the housekeeper quits after a week, and the
kids decide to do without one rather than try to fmd someone they can get along with.
Bryan is still mad, however, and her mood is not improved when she gets mugged and
Matthew gets beaten up in their lovely new neighborhood. The only thing that makes the
summer bearable for her is the boy next door, Angel, who becomes a good friend - in
many ways a better friend than Bryan deserves.
Matthew and Rosemary, who do not feel deserted and are not angry at their parents,
decide to surprise Mom and Dad by remodeling their bedroom over the summer, a job their
parents had no time for before they left. Angel is also attracted by the idea and comes
over to help whenever he can. Eventually he persuades Bryan to join in the remodeling, as
well.
Although this may sound like a set-up for a slapstick comedy, it is not. The kids
succeed with their project and learn a lot about responsibility and community in the
process. And when Bryan, in her anger, decides to take vengeance on her parents by
sleeping with Angel, she gets a beautiful explanation of the purpose of sex from Angel
himself - and a bedroom scene does not ensue.
I liked the people in this book. Even minor characters, like Angel's mother, are
memorable and real. As a story about three kids learning to cope on their own, I thought
it was realistic and instructive without being preachy. -Tammy Hinckley
Naylor, Phyllis Reynolds. Bodies in the Bessledorf Hotel. Atheneum, 1986. ISBN 0-68931304-7. $11.95. 132pp.
The trouble all starts when Hildegard, the cleaning woman, claims there is a dead body in
the bathroom of Room #13 in the Bessledorf Hotel. When everyone arrives to see it, the
body has disappeared. One body doesn't seem to be enough, however, and there are more
that appear and disappear.
This is a hilarious tale of "body, body, who's got the body?" I feel this would be a
wonderful addition to any library. It is a nominee for the Utah Children's Book Award for
1989. -Vicky M. Turner
Newton, Suzanne. I Will Call It Georgie's Blues. Dell, 1983. ISBN 0-440-94090-7.
$2.75. 197pp.
To the members of his church, the Reverend Sloan has the perfect family: full of love
and all the other Christian virtues. But within the walls of their home, things are far
different than they seem.
The family consists of the father, who sets up impossible rules and tyrannizes his family
into obeying them; the mother, who loves her husband and children but is too weak to
stand up for her children's needs; Aileen, a senior who has troubles at school and with her
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boyfriend; Neal, a ninth-grader who sees all the conflicts but cannot find a way to help
anyone; and Georgie, a seven-year-old who is slowly closing up into himself. Neal tells
the story in first-person, so we see all the members of his family from his point of view.
Each family member has a means of escaping the family pressure that isolates each one
in a world of his own. Neal's escape is jazz, yet he is still aware of the terrible things that
are happening to Georgie, and he tries to reach out to his troubled brother. As Georgie
slips deeper and deeper into his own world, however, Neal comes to the decision that the
truth must somehow come out or Georgie will not survive.
This is a story that will pull at your heart as you come to feel the pain of each family
member as seen through Neal's eyes. The book is so skillfully written that you become
part of the family and experience what they are each feeling. Because some solutions are
beginning to be seen by the end of the story, I would recommend this book to any
troubled young person who is trying to find a way out of (or through) a difficult family
situation. The need to be totally honest in all our relationships is a basic theme of this
elen Hoopes
compelling story of a family torn by conflicts.
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Nolan, Dennis. The Castle Builder. Illustrated by the author. Macmillan, 1987. ISBN
0-027 -68240-4. $12.95. 32pp .
Using his hands and his bucket, the boy, Christopher, built a giant castle on the beach
"with big, thick walls and great, tall towers" out of sand. Like a fledgling god, the young
builder surveyed his work "and saw that it was good." His imagination transported him
inside the castle walls, where he became Sir Christopher and confronted life-threatening
adversaries with confidence and power.
Nolan has created brilliant illustrations out of tiny black dots on a white background,
just as his Castle Builder made a mighty fortress from tiny grains of sand. Readers can feel
the cool sea breezes, the foamy cold ocean water, and the white heat of sun and sand when
they enter into Nolan's picture-book world, like Sir Christopher entered his castle.
Although the suggested reading age level is 5 through 8, there is no limit to the appeal
of this quality book. Anyone who has ever built castles, real or imaginary, will appreciate
The Castle Builtler. Anyone with a spark of magic within will want to own a copy and will
display it proudly, showing all their friends, young and old, that it is good.
-Janice Card
Peck, Richard. Princess Ashley. Delacorte Press, 1987. ISBN 0-385-29561-8. $14.95.
210pp.
Ashley Packard has everything that looks important in the teenage world: wealth,
beauty, prestige and social power. It is Ashley who decides who's "in" and who's not at
Crestwood High, and so Chelsea Olinger is astounded when Ashley chooses her, the new
girl in town, to join her elite circle of friends. Chelsea gratefully follows Ashley along,
not understanding her good fortune but reveling in it, despite warnings from her mother
and from her friend Pod that Ashley is using her. Though Ashley's glittering world loses
much of its glamour along the way, Chelsea stupidly persists in her devotion to Ashley
until a tragedy occurs that finally opens her eyes.
Richard Peck is an established writer with many good books to his credit. He is
especially adept at exposing the dangers of peer pressure, as he does in this novel. But
there is also a message for parents in Princess Ashley, as Peck points out the consequences
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of parental as well as teenage irresponsibility. Irresponsible parents are the ones who
never set limits for their children, who never require their children to face the consequences
of their own actions. As Chelsea's mother says: "It's scary when you know you won't be
held responsible, for anything."
The characters in this story are real people; you find yourself wanting to shake Chelsea
for her short-sightedness and hoping that she'll start to listen to her mother and Pod before
it's too late. The most memorable character, however, is neither Chelsea nor Ashley, but
Pod Johnson - who stands out as a true original even though he's not "in" at Crestwood.
No doubt that's exactly what Peck intended. -Tammy Hinckley
Rabe, Berniece. Margaret's Moves. Illustrated by Julie Downing. Dutton, 1987. ISBN
0-525-44271-5. $10.95. 105pp.
Here Mrs. Rabe brings her readers into delightful contact with Margaret of The Balancing
Girl, a spunky little girl who lives in a wheelchair and longs for the gift of a canopy bed,
enough to share a grocery-store-vegetable-bin-straightening job with her brother Rusty (at
$1 each for every week of the summer) - and never forgets that the real dream of her heart
is a sports model wheelchair in which she can "really get around." Margaret learns that
dreams keep you trying hard - and sometimes change is good.
It's a delightful and sympathetic story for almost every child - and it will help to fill a
need for books dealing with handicapped children. ---Carol V. Oaks
Schwandt, Stephen. A Risky Game. Henry Holt, 1987. ISBN ~05-00091-7. $11.95 .
115pp.
This is a gripping and well-told story, filled with intriguing questions and insights. The
main character is Juliet Lamar, a high school senior with well-defined plans for attending a
good college. She has enrolled in a college prep composition course, and the teacher,
Troy Connor, is something of an eccentric. His teaching methods include role-playing,
intimidating students, and wearing bizarre outfits. Julie turns to this teacher for help in
writing her college application essays, and their after-school sessions enable each to
examine the other more closely. Mr. Connor soon invites Julie to participate in a
"psychodrama" which he has developed. Without really understanding what that means,
Julie agrees. Soon, she is part of a chain of events over which sh~ feels no control.
Finally, when Julie is feeling betrayed and at the end of her rope, Mr. Connor reveals his
motives in a tense and emotionally charged story.
A Risky Game could be used in the classroom to promote discussion, verbal or written,
of such questions as "What determines in whom we trust?" or "How far is a teacher
justified in taking his/her teaching methods?" This novel is sure to arouse some strongly
felt opinions on the part of the students.
There are times when the style falters or characterization is shallow, but Schwandt's
mastery of plot and presentation of meaningful, controversial ideas compensates for any
weak spots. -Kristina Eide
Service, Robert W. The Cremation of Sam McGee. Illustrated by Ted Harrison.
. $13.00.
32pp.
Greenwillow, 1986. ISBN 0-688-06903-7
This old favorite, The Cremation of Sam McGee, is a long narrative poem about the days
of the Canadian gold rush in the Yukon. It is the story of the sufferings from cold and
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hardship of Sam and his companions on the Arctic trail. Sam makes his friend promise to
cremate him when he dies.
The poet and the artist combine to make an outstanding presentation. The spell of the
North was caught by Service, and Harrison eloquently pictures it. There is humor in both
the poem and the pictures. The vivid colors and Harrison's style are effective, if not
conventional. --Catherine Bowles
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Stevenson, Sucie. Do I Have to Take Violet? Dodd, Mead, 1987. ISBN 0-396-08921-6.
$11.95. 28pp.
Elly's day is ruined when she has to take care of Violet, her younger sister. Elly had
wonderful plans - skateboarding, swimming, and tree-climbing - but she can't do those
things with Violet. She decides that one can't have any fun with a little sister. They
spend the day at the seashore, each trying to scare the other. Elly thinks of great monster
and dragon stories, while Violet has a few tricks up her sleeve, too. They finally declare
peace and fmd something fun to do together -- at least for a while.
The story's true-to-life personification of the adorable bunny sisters very accurately
portrays how most sisters behave. One minute they despise each other, the next they love
each other. The story can relate to young and old alike, with the nonsense songs like
"Spoon-a-Iooney, spooney-tooney" and "Sandwiches-banwiches-can-canwiches." The
delightful, cheery watercolor illustrations add just the right touch to attract the reader's
attention. --Rebecca Noel
Swindells, Robert. Brother in the Land. Holiday House, 1984. ISBN 0-8234-0556-7.
$10.95. 151pp.
This is a touching, yet quite depressing story about a nuclear holocaust occurring in
England. Its main characters are two brothers - one in his teens and one younger than
ten, and a girl in her teens who becomes a friend to the older boy. Many horrible things
happen to the young characters throughout the book, and it ends with a harsh feeling of
death and unending despair. I was not, however, disappointed with the ending . It is
consistent with the rest of the book, and if a holocaust were to happen as described in this
book, there would really be no possible "happy" ending .
Throughout the story, the characters witness the initial explosions that kill mostly
everyone, and then are forced to live with death and destruction all around. Dead and
rotting human bodies are frequently described, still without making the book appear
overladen with gory details just for the sake of dramatization. In other words, there is no
overkill of gore; its presentation is appropriate.
In the story, a ruling group enslaves a certain town after the bombing. A particularly
noble faction of the townspeople revolt and overpower the ruling group, but even with this
success, the conditions remain deplorable and the people are left ultimately to fend for
themselves. The three young characters are forced to go off on their own at the end.
This book is recommended for those who aren't squeamish and can take its tone of
despair as properly intended. It would not be enjoyed beyond its shock value by a young
reader without some literary maturity. -D. Scott Patton
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Talbott, Hudson. We're Back: A Dinosaur's Story . Illustrated by the author. Crown, 1987 .
ISBN 0-517 -56599-4. $11.95. Unpaginated.
The dinosaurs are back! Stomping and romping, pouring and roaring, and dinosauring
down the streets of New York City. What fate will await these prehistoric immigrants of
time if they do return to our strange new world?
Dinosaurs are popular with children, and any boole that allows them to imagine that they
are still around will be read and reread. -Vicky M. Turner
Wahl, Jan. Humphrey's Bear. Illustrated by William Joyce. Henry Holt, 1987. ISBN
0-805-00332-0. $12.95. 32pp.
Is anyone really too old to sleep with a stuffed bear? Is anyone too old to hang onto a
pleasant childhood dream that makes life happier? I don't think Jan Wahl thinks so. His
book, Humphrey's Bear, gives children the message that even adults have good memories
of childhood, and that they can understand a child's dream.
The fantasy land brought out in this book of sailing away at night with a stuffed bear is
full of adventure (" ... a typhoon came up out of nowhere ... "), beauty ("... porpoises sang sea
songs ... "), and comfort (" ... warm moon outside and hot chocolate inside ... "). These all
appeal to a child's sense of imagination and need for comfort at night. The illustrations,
all drawn in shades of darkness, are somehow magical instead of gloomy. The night is full
of stars and the bear is drawn with a happy, comforting look on his face always.
The crowning point of the story is where the father whispers "Here, son... I used to sail
with him, too." This book is exceptional in showing a child that adults can understand the
imagination of a child and accept the fact that a child uses his imagination.
-Katherine Carlisle
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Falls, Gregory. The Forgotten Door. (Adapted from the novel by Alexander Key.)
Anchorage Press, 1986. 33pp.
Jon, a boy from another dimension, accidentally falls to Earth, loses his memory, but
retains his ability to communicate with animals and hear people's thoughts. He is
befriended by Mary and Thomas Bean, who are amazed when he learns English in one day
and tames their wild mongrel, Rascal. lon's special powers get him into trouble when
things start disappearing from Doc Holliday's summer place and neighbors accuse this
"wild boy" of being the thief. With the help of a kindly judge, Miss Josie, a court hearing
proves his innocence, but unfortunately it also reveals his ability to hear people's
thoughts. Soon local, state and national news reporters pester the Beans for interviews,
and th~ U.S. Government demands that Jon work for them in intelligence. Thomas and
Mary help Jon, whose memory is gradully returning, escape back through the "door" leaving behind puzzled Earth people and Thomas and Mary, who stay to try to change
them.
Falls's adaptation has retained much of the flavor of Key's novel (though one who has
read the book may take offense at the changed ending). By itself, the play works,
however. Through Jon, the boy from another world, we realize how uncivilized our world
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